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Title says it all. I’ve read every thread on DT I could find to get more efficient, but I still 
dread them, especially when the decay wraps around onto the facial or lingual. 

I saw a girl today who has Class IIIs on all teeth from #6–11, with separate or connecting 
Class Vs. It took me about an hour and a half just to do 9MDFL, 10MDFL, 11MF. 

I’ve tried Satch’s single-tooth isolation, Greater Curve band, and good old-fashioned Mylar 
strips. Seems like there needs to be a better way. n

I enjoy Class IIIs. Here are some pointers; I’d be happy to give more tips, so ask away. 
I access from the lingual using a flat-end diamond bur. I start at the contact and prep out 

going as far apical as needed. Leave a thin shell of facial enamel intact. Then place a Mylar strip 
between the teeth and a wedge. I prefer the Garrison plastic wedges (3D wedges, I think). 

Condense very small increments into the prep. After curing, pop off the Mylar and wedge; 
the wedge will have prevented excess from going sub-g. Finish with a football and a flame. 

If the prep extends facially, when you place the Mylar, fold it over the facial opening, hold 
it there, and place composite against it and cure it from facial for a few seconds, then finish as 
normal.

If there are two adjacent lesions, prep them both. Restore the smaller one first, then the 
larger. n

When things get stressful, remember the KISS rule. 
I limit myself to no more than six surfaces per visit. I found any more than that and I start 

getting grumpy and my quality goes down. For six surfaces I give myself an hour and a half, but 
I rarely do six surfaces at a time. Usually it’s 2–4 surfaces in one-hour appointments. 

I use Mylar strips and OptraGate for my retraction. Keep some Stat Gel handy (make sure 
to “power rinse” it thoroughly) and make sure the Mylar strip is into the sulcus on the facial and 
lingual. This is really important! It’s also important to place your wedge quite a bit apical to your 
prep (hard to explain …).

Take your time, bevel your margins, and don’t stress. Bioclear matrix works well too, but 
they’re a tad unnecessary if you’ve got good technique with a Mylar.

Have fun! n

I love this advice, but when reimbursement for a Class III (MFL or DFL) is only $110, it’s 
tough not to stress.

Let’s say a tooth has an MF on one side and DL on the other—does anyone have a technique 
for restoring both at the same time? Access on one using Mylar blocks access to the other. n

I find the VariStrips from Garrison are really handy to have on hand as well. They are 
contoured and can make a huge difference. 

I Hate Class III Composites
This Townie is fed up and frustrated! Luckily, dozens of his peers weigh in with  

advice and product recommendations to make treatment more manageable
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The Blue View VariStrip is a contoured anterior matrix that provides the optimum curvature 
and band height for virtually every anterior restoration. The 0.0020” thin plastic anatomical 
strip is tapered from one end to the other. You can place the strip interproximally and then slide 
it until the tooth height is perfectly matched. The precontouring easily re-creates the occluso- 
gingival anatomy, avoiding flat embrasures.

Curved form provides the optimum curvature and band height for virtually every anterior 
restoration. n

Greater Curve matrix band. n

Do you cut windows while doing Class IIIs? Otherwise how do you get contacts with the 
GC in place? n

Class III using Greater Curve and Activa. Easy-peasy. n

When you blow out the contact, the most useful tip for me has been to turn a sectional 
matrix band on its end and apply finger pressure from the lingual. Gets nice contacts and very 
useful for diastema closure as well. Took Jason Smithson’s Cosmedent anteriors class, which was 
extremely helpful. n

I assume you are having a hard time achieving a contact? 
If your prep extends to the buccal, you need to bevel the margins of the buccal-facing por-

tion of the prep. If you make the bevel margins irregular (starburst bevel) they will blend nicer. 
(Prep from lingual.)

Control bleeding if necessary. #00 cord and or 2 percent lido 1:50k epi will be very helpful. 
Nothing worse than having to redo a filling because of preventable contamination.

Place a matrix of your choosing. A basic Mylar will work in all situations. Fancier matrices 
will reduce the skill needed to achieve reasonable contours and reduce your finishing time. Make 
sure you are able to stabilize the matrix with a wedge and that the shape of the wedge does not 
interfere with the shape of the contour you are trying to create. If the wedge is too tall, then you 
can customize it with a bur to scallop the area under the contact. 

Bleeding controlled, matrix properly wedged, bonding done, place a very small amount of 
flowable inside the buccal margin of the box, wipe out most of it with a microbrush so there is 
just a skim of the flowable left in the prep. Do not cure; inject-place a small amount of comp in 
the box so it pushes that flowable buccal. Use a thin plastic to shape the comp on the facial of 
the tooth to achieve the contour that you want and to cover the beveled areas you cut. Finish the 
buccal contours before you cure. Be sure to not have this composite you injected/placed cover 
the interproximal contact area; just build buccal to the contact. Cure this layer.

With the next layer you can build your contact. You can place an increment of comp in the 
depth of the prep and work against the entire contact area, being sure to seal the incisal and 
apical portions of the box. Before you cure, take an instrument and pull the composite toward 
the contact and hold while curing. Your instrument will push through the composite but all 
you have to do is not lock the instrument in the composite while curing. The larger amount 
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of surface contact you can get here while using and curing, the broader your contact will be. 
You will be left with a small void where your instrument was, but the frame of cured composite 
will hold your contact so you can just restore the remainder of the filling. If you have small or 
intricate voids that can be hard to fill with composite, you can use a bit of flowable and follow 
up with paste composite to push it out, à la Bioclear injection molding technique. 

You will get a good floss snap every time. This is an easier technique with larger preparations 
but can be completed with moderate-sized ones as well. I hope this helps! n

I pull out a 12 blade and use that to remove excess flash quickly and precisely, rather than 
trying to use a flame bur. It also gives you precise control to round corners. I love it on the 
anteriors and even interproximal on premolars. n

Think of filling a multisurface prep as filling three one-surface preps. Instead of bulk-filling, 
then having to recover from a mess of bulk to reduce, voids with tough access and hard-to-contour 
line angles and insufficient contacts, manipulate the matrix if needed between increments. 
Seems like it would take too much time, but it saves time due to less redos and hassles. n

OptraGate and Greater Curve band. n

#12 blade works well. 
Below is a Class IV case:

 

 

 

Prep

Greater Curve set up. Contact window made. Distal con-
tour burnished in. Now just a matter of placing composite 
against a solid surface. 

Composite layered and ready for contouring. 

Refinements accomplished with #12 blade.
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Sprout, let me give you a tip on using the rubber dam with upper anterior teeth. Place the 
Young’s frame upside-down to the way you show it here. It will work much better this way. Try 
it and you might like it!

NomNom, check out how these were done, 90N clamp provides excellent isolation and 
Premier bands are great at producing a nice emergence profile.

[Editor’s note: View this message board online to view this link.] n

Docterry, when I went to order some of the Premier bands they had a choice of molar large 
and medium. Which do you prefer for anterior teeth? I ordered the large, figuring I could just 
cut as needed, but was curious what you use. n

I absolutely dreaded doing anterior composites as well until I found a box of Blue View 
Grip Strips hidden in the storage room. Decided to try them out one day and regret why I never 
started using them earlier. n

  

They have a nice curvature to them that helps wrap around the tooth subgingivally, more 
efficiently than, say, a Mylar strip. Excuse my unpopular opinion, but I think Mylar strips are 
pretty terrible, or maybe I’m just very bad with them. n

Double jeopardy. 
1. Subgingival prep
2. Inflamed gingiva

 

Final Class IV composite #8. 

Prep 

Incisal view. #12 worked well, achieving access to the 
interproximal of the misaligned #8. n
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Electrosurge/laser and CoForm matrix. n

I use mostly large, like you suggest, and cut them to fit the occasion. Easy to get good results 
with them, especially with good rubber dam isolation, which makes life much less stressful than 
not using a rubber dam. n

Bioclear all day long. n

I find I struggle with very large Class IIIs that break contact and go subgingival. I see them 
very frequently in my public insurance patients. 

Wedging is difficult/impossible, as it essentially sits in the prep due to lack of tooth structure 
at the gingiva, so there is no mechanical separation creating. They are also 90 percent facial and 
lingual.

My office only has wooden wedges and Mylar strips (unless I buy my own materials, which 
I may have to). n

Greater Curve U Band

GC band labial cut back for access. Complete isolation.

Incisal view. The shape of the U Band provides ample pal-
atal access as well.

Clean and Boost, Prelude SE bonding agent, Activa A2 bulk-
filled and purposely overfilled past the margins. This method 
allows a rapid fill, which provides further insurance against 
contamination. Ready for band removal and shaping.

Final Class III on #7. Gingiva got beat up a bit, but it will 
heal back to its previous inflamed state. n
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How do you 
handle Class IIIs?
Search: “Hate Class III”
Clearly, treating Class IIIs isn’t this 
Townie’s favorite, but luckily his 
fellow Townies had more than a 
few tricks up their sleeves. 
To share your thoughts and see 
how this case turned out, go 
to dentaltown.com and search 
the message boards for “hate 
Class III”—this conversation will 
be the top result.

OK, Nom, I’ll not give you 

any advice on how to place these 

fillings, because there are obvi-

ously multiple ways. 

But, I will give you the most valuable insight and 

advice so far on this thread. My insight is that you are 

not having fun placing these fillings because you do not 

feel the reward is great enough. The reward is your pay. 

Ultimately who cares if those fillings take 45 minutes 

(which is how fast my old roommate could do it) or if 

it takes an hour and 45 minutes (how long it would 

take me).

My advice: Charge for your time so that you will 

whistle while you work.

Good luck. n

Greater Curve bands all day, 

every day, and then some more. n
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